YOUR 3 PLANES OF MOTION
The what, why & how to's

Your 3 Planes of Motion
Creating effortless movement
We live in a 3 dimensional world, and our bodies need the ability to move
in all dimensions effectively and effortlessly! When it comes to pain-free
daily living, and completing successful exercise sessions, your 3 planes of
motion play an important role! These 3 planes are: sagittal, frontal, and
transverse.

Important tip
Poor range of motion can cause
instability, over compensation, and
all-in-all lead to chronic pain and
injury. This is why completing
exercises that focus on all 3 planes of
motion are so important -- to inhance
your ability to function each day
effortlessly without pain.

planes of motion & their specific movement

1.

Sagittal Plane: Cuts the body into left
and right halves. Forward and backward
movements.

2.

Frontal Plane: Cuts the body into front

3.

Transverse Plane: Cuts the body into top

and back halves. Side-to-side movements.

and bottom halves. Twisting/rotating
movements.

You should be doing something for your
body every day. One day it could be a highintensity class, and the next, it could be as
simple as a 20-minute walk with the dog.
-Gunnar Peterson

Important tip
Exercises that get you shuffling, switching
directions, and twisting are key to stabilizing
and strengthening the more mobile, and more
susceptible, joints, such as the ankles, hips,
spine, and shoulders.

Determine the Plane of Motion of an Exercise
Every exercise we perform can be related back to movements we do in real life.
We all push, pull, flex, extend, squat, lunge, bend, and twist throughout each and
every day. Below are some examples of exercises that are classified as being
predominately in that plane of motion:

1.

Sagittal:
forward
& back
movement

Squat, kettlebell swing,
running

2.

Frontal:
side-to-side
movement

Lateral arm and
leg raises, side
shuffle

3.

Transverse:
rotation &
horizontal
movement

Side bending, Russian twist,
side plank with core rotation

